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Being Alongside: For the Teaching and Learning of MathematicsStenhouse Publishers, 2013

	How do you establish a classroom culture in which students routinely conjecture and think mathematically? How do you establish a way of working with teachers, using video, in which discussion supports professional development? The present book offers answers to these questions through an in depth (enactivist) study of one exceptional teacher...
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Mastering Sublime TextPackt Publishing, 2013

	When it comes to cross-platform text and source code editing, Sublime Text has few rivals. This book will teach you all its great features and help you develop and publish plugins. A brilliantly inclusive guide.


	Overview

	
		Discover efficient, keyboard-driven text editing
	
		Recognize the latest...
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Digital Signal Processing System-Level Design Using LabVIEWNewnes, 2005
For many years, I have been teaching DSP (Digital Signal Processing) lab courses
using various TI (Texas Instruments) DSP platforms. One question I have been getting
from students in a consistent way is, “Do we have to know C to take DSP lab
courses?” Until last year, my response was, “Yes, C is a prerequisite for...
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EndNote 1 - 2 - 3  Easy!: Reference Management for the ProfessionalSpringer, 2005
Reference management is the process of storing, managing, retrieving, and citing references from various sources. Learning effective reference management is critically important for healthcare and biomedical professionals as it is a major component of the process of scientific manuscript writing. Effective reference management is also useful for...
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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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Moodle 2 for Teaching 4-9 Year Olds Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Part of Packt's Beginner's Guide series, this book will steadily guide the reader through exercises using practical examples that are easy to build, which are illustrated with screenshots. The activities become steadily more sophisticated and include combining the content from one module with another. This book is aimed at teachers of...
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Beginning iOS AR Game Development: Developing Augmented Reality Apps with Unity and C#Apress, 2018

	
		Create a fully featured application that’s both sophisticated and engaging. This book provides a detailed guide in developing augmented reality games that can take advantage of the advanced capabilities of new iOS devices and code while also offering compatibility with still supported legacy devices. 

	
		No...
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Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control (Wiley Interscience Series in Systems and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Logistic systems constitute one of the cornerstones in the design and control of production systems and the modelling of supply chains. They are key to a number of industries, and courses teaching logistics systems planning and control are becoming more widespread. Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control is the first book to...
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Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New Nature of Business PracticesIGI Global, 2008
At one time, the office was a physical place, and employees congregated in the same location to work together on projects. The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, however, not only made the unthinkable possible, it forever changed the way persons view both the office and work. The Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New...
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Foundations of ComputingThomson Delmar Learning, 1997

	It may sound surprising that in computing, a field which develops so fast that the future often becomes the past without having been the present, there is nothing more stable and worthwhile learning than its foundations.


	It may sound less surprising that in a field with such a revolutionary methodological impact on all sciences and...
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Calculus (Stewart's Calculus Series)Brooks Cole, 2007

	Success in your calculus course starts here! James Stewart's CALCULUS texts are world-wide best-sellers for a reason: they are clear, accurate, and filled with relevant, real-world examples. With CALCULUS, Sixth Edition, Stewart conveys not only the utility of calculus to help you develop technical competence, but also gives you an...
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Software Systems for Astronomy (SpringerBriefs in Astronomy)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the use and development of software for astronomy. It describes the control systems used to point the telescope and operate its cameras and spectrographs, as well as the web-based tools used to plan those observations. In addition, the book also covers the analysis and archiving of astronomical data once it has been acquired....
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